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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This deliverable builds on D1.5 Handbook of best practices in gamification
WP1 – State-of-the-Art. D1.5 looks at the state of the art gamification techniques that
enable, motivate and trigger people to participate and act. It reviews general goals
and aims of gamification to enhance non-game applications and looks at the most
frequently used game mechanics and elements used. The deliverable also provides
general advice for good practices collected through the various academic papers and
practical guidelines. Furthermore, through case studies, more specific analysis is
presented on how gamification can work.
Based on the information collected, this deliverable 4.5, functions as a guideline for
the implementation of gamification for the parent project and the VEA platform.
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1* Introduction

This gamification plan serves as a guideline for the development of gamified
mechanics for the parent project. It addresses both in-app features, online features
(e.g., via web platform or emailing service) and offline games used at face to face
meetings. As there have been changes in the technical development options (i.e.,
departure of Enerbyte from the project team), there is some uncertainty regarding
the scope for implementation of gamification and the means these could be
executed. These guidelines therefore provide a description of the game mechanics
that can realistically be applied during the project. We also suggest extra features
that would enhance the platform if they become technically possible.

2* Previous recommendations

Deliverable 1.5 Handbook of best practices in gamification,1 made several
recommendations for the gamification plan already. In short, these include:
-* To ensure clear goals and a balanced encouragement for intrinsic and
extrinsic values
-* To get user to understand the platform and accept the gamification
rules/plan
-* To make data and other information visualised in a simple meaningful and
user-friendly way
o* Using clearly defined metrics (points/kwh/CO2/Euros) and well
explained to user
o* Visualisation over time
-* To enable learning and knowledge sharing
-* To fit the tasks, game elements and goals to the users’ needs and skills
-* To think of the long term, continuation of improvement and increasing level
of challenges/tasks
-* To motivate users to share their results with their community (other users)
and or via social media
-* To organise teamwork, group challenges, peer pressure and collaborative
actions – individual scores and collective scores
-* To provide incentives, both online virtual/non-monetary and, if possible,
offline physical rewards/ of monetary value
-* To have a clearly defined way of measuring performance of the PARENT
project VEA
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

https://www.parent-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/D1.5_Handbook-of-best-practices-ingamification.pdf
1
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-* Personalised feedback on performance, hints and tips and other information
at an interval that the user accepts
-* Transparency: Privacy issues and personal data collection should be clearly
communicated with users
With this in mind, and based on the more in-depth Handbook of gamification
practices (deliverable 1.5 in the PARENT project)2, case studies and analysis, five
game design elements have been identified as key elements:
1.* Information provision
2.* Personal performance /status
3.* Rewards (extrinsic value motivators)
4.* Social interaction/social connection/Group performance
5.* Off platform game elements
The following sections will address specific game mechanics within each these
game design elements that we recommend be used in the PARENT platform. Each
game mechanics is explained in detail along with upgrades/extras that would
further improve the platform if technically and financially feasible.

3* The gamification priorities
3.1* Individual user Information provision (insight)
3.1.1* Objectives of the game mechanics
Information provision, such as dashboards, statistics, data-driven messages, can
give users a clear view of their consumption behaviour and allow them to
understand how their actions impact the amount of electricity they use. The
consumption data can be provided by their energy monitor, processed by the
platform and visualized in their web/mobile applications. Information provision is
not restricted to consumption, but can also visualize information related to energy
produced by Renewable Energy Sources.3
Information gives the user the ability to self-monitor and it provides the user with
new learning and knowledge. It is the prerequisite for them to be able to see if they
can reduce their electricity consumption.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

https://www.parent-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/D1.5_Handbook-of-best-practices-ingamification.pdf
3
The addition of a different unit is required to measure production as well.
2
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3.1.2* Basic requirements for function
Users get information on their consumption behaviour, with explanation of what
that information actually means
-* User can see in real time his/her energy consumption/production (and cost)
-* User can get a further granulated data/energy reading on certain appliances.
o* Users can label appliances that show up on the device making it
possible for the energy monitor to detect the different performance of
the different items (and to identify energy guzzlers and standby mode
consumption etc.). This will allow users to identify main sources of
unnecessary energy consumption.
-* Data is collected and visualised over time – users can shift between mode of
current usage and timeline usage (e.g., on a daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly
basis).
-* Information is displayed in an easy to understand manner.
-* Users receive information on how to install the energy monitor, how the data
is collected, and what the data means. Users are taught how to read the
information and understand it.

3.1.3* Implementation front end
This visualisation of energy consumption/production can be accessed on
phone/computer/tablet, through the Smappee application. The Smappee
application displays the household’s consumption and production information in
various ways, e.g. in a graph over time, view in bubbles growing and shrinking in
real time view, dashboards and more. The system differentiates between appliances
that are always on, and those who are turned on and off. This provides an additional
layer of information and allows user to see if the appliances always on need to be
always on, and to see how the kwh’s used by other appliances fluctuate.

3.1.4* Technical implementation
The Smappee device is installed in every household, and users download the
Smappee application onto a smart phone, computer or tablet. Users receive
information during pilot meetings and communications regarding the project, and
are offered help with installation and receive guidelines in order for further
gamification and analysis to be possible.
3.1.5* Measurement (KPI)
-* Number of monitors installed properly and labelled
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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Individual energy consumption reduction /cost reduction
Qualitative appreciation of user understanding of their consumption patterns
Level of engagement – frequency of use
Self-consumption of locally produced renewable energy (for prosumer)

3.2* Personal performance /status
3.2.1* Objectives of the game mechanics
In addition to giving users information on their energy consumption (part 1), game
elements that allow users to follow their performance and progress, aim to get users
more excited about participating, motivated and driven to perform better. These
features include, for instance, points, badges, leader boards and levels. For this
part, it means measuring different types of progress and participation, and
providing users directly personalised feedback on their performance in an easy to
understand and encouraging way, keeping in mind that the target group varies in
age, and level of tech savviness. As an example, when a user takes an action or
completes a task, a specific amount of points can be scored, dependent on its
attributes and impact. These features would be developed on the PARENT project
online platform and/or via the project email.
3.2.2* Basic requirements for function
-* Having a clear way of measuring progress is a prerequisite to being able to
view performance and receive feedback. The sub-metering device app shows
kwh and cost information. Having a point system, colours or some other form
of visualisation might be more stimulating and measuring actions that are not
included in the app.
o* Type of progress to measure and give
encouragement/acknowledgement
!* Points earned in two categories
•* energy saving behaviour challenges and
•* project participation challenges
!* Points given for
•* Challenges/tasks accepted
•* Challenges/tasks completed
!* If other game mechanics added- the quantifiable use of that
feature could be used.
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-* Communicating progress clearly visually, in real time if possible. Otherwise
during a weekly mailing/texting (e.g. for a task accepted: “Hey, you started
turning off your lights during the daytime- well done!”)
o* Through points
o* Through badges
o* With high fives- or an encouraging text message
o* A growing garden (each accomplishment is a flower, each level up or
progress on that accomplishment- the flower grows from seed to full
bloom)
3.2.2.1! Example of challenges
Project participation challenges
1 point each
"* I have filled out the clustering information survey
"* I have participated in an introduction event
"* I have installed my Smappee
"* I have told friends/colleagues about the project
"* I’ve responded to a second questionnaire
"* I have recruited a new participant/s
"* I have been to the 1st project meeting (title)
"* I’ve been to the 2nd project meeting (title)
"* I’ve been to the 3rd project meeting (title)
"* I’ve been to the 1st pilot meeting (title)
"* I’ve been to the 2nd pilot meeting (title)
"* I’ve been to the 3rd pilot meeting (title)
"* I’ve participate in municipal open meeting on the issues
"* I’ve attended an environmental event in Brussels recently*
"* I’ve suggested a new challenge
"* I visit the platform at least once a week
"* I read at least one article a week on environmentally related issues
"* I have participated in the project for 1 month
"* I have participated in the project for 2 months …
"* I tried a tip from a newsletter
"* I have labelled 3 or more household items in Smappee
"* I have labelled 6 or more household items in Smappee
Energy savings challenges/commitments
1 point each
"* I will wash my laundry at 30°C instead of 40°C for 1 month
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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"* I have washed my laundry at 30°C instead of 40°C for a month and will
continue
"* I will fill my dishwasher completely before starting it
"* I will use the eco mode on my appliances (laundry and dishwasher)
"* I will air my home by opening all windows for only a sort time ...
"* I will only boil as much water as I need
"* I will unplug chargers from walls once items are charged
"* I will turn off all idle electronics
"* I will turn off Wi-Fi at night
"* I will turn my television off instead of leaving on standby
"* I will use energy saving lightbulbs for most of my lights
"* I will lower my thermostat setting by 1° (in winter)
"* I will use a kettle to warm water instead of using the stove
"* I will cook my vegetables and potatoes in the same pot/water
5 points each
"* I will add insulation to my home
"* I will fit a timer on my appliance (list for each)
"* I will get extension cords that can be turned off

3.2.3* Implementation front end
If possible, these features would be available in-app, providing direct feedback and
words/signs of approval and encouragement, based on individual performance.
Real time feedback is a priority. If impossible, a summary of performance and
feedback can be sent via biweekly newsletter.
The possibility to accept challenges/tasks could alternatively be implemented on
the PARENT project web platform. There, users log onto their personalised page
that provides them with their own consumption data (based on Smappee figures).
The web platform can have a text introducing the gaming element and explaining
the point system as well as the reason for these challenges. Users can then tick the
box of challenges they accept to do or have already completed. These are based
on the two categories (energy saving behaviour challenges and project participation
challenges). Users would also have the possibility to suggest a challenge. The
platform admin could then add this challenge for all users. The list of tasks can be a
long list in 2 categories. Another option is to have the top 10 challenges visible or
rotating visible challenges for each visit. The list will grow over time to gradually
add new challenges/tasks.
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Users self-monitor and self-report. That is, they tick the boxes of challenges
accepted. There is no technical verification process. This feature is based on trust.
The goal of these challenges is to encourage further participation and engagement,
as well as to provide information on activities possible to both reduce energy
consumption/act pro-environmentally and on encouraging users to participate more
actively in the PARENT project. Thus, exact figures on actual energy saved is
secondary here, the Smappee figures address that aspect sufficiently.
Users can see their total score of points on their web based platform. There is also
an option to send them updates on their scores in the biweekly newsletter. The
newsletter can also serve as a means to inform users of new challenges that have
been added to the
Further gamification
Through email communication, face to face meetings or on the online platform,
specific attention areas can be addressed. For instance, there could be a
week/month/period where there would be a focus on each room, e.g. kitchen,
bathroom, living room and so on. Challenges/tasks could in that way be added over
time, to maintain interest, and to keep tasks at a manageable level.

3.2.4* Technical implementation
On the online platform, a list of challenges will be presented in the 2 categories,
each tick generates a certain amount of points. These points are added together
and made visible to user. The amount of points will be added to his/her datasheet
so that emails can be sent to user informing of number of points.

3.2.5* Measurement (KPI)
-* Level of engagement – number of challenges accepted/completed & number
of times page with challenges is visited
-* Sustainability (engagement over time)

3.2.6* Desirable bonus features
Hints and tips
Another desirable feature would be to send specific hints and tips to users (could
coincide with challenges/tasks and be based on different rooms in the household).
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This would serve as an inspiration, education, and a reminder to use the app. This
could possibly be communicated via email or text messages.
Increasing levels over time/Adding game mechanics and feedback features
To maintain interest of the user, tasks/challenges and performance needs to
gradually increase over time. This means new features, new tasks, harder tasks,
more levels, new assignments or additional features should ideally be added over
time.
Games
Adding a real game feature could encourage users to visit the app/platform and
participate at a higher rate. On one hand, it could be a daily/weekly quiz on energy
related matters. It could be a small word scramble that needs to be solved to open
up the next level of tasks/colour of high fives/flowers/coins. It could be a crossword
puzzle, finding hidden objects in an image, solving a riddle…
This would certainly not interest the whole group, but would appeal to those
already using their smartphones for games.
Avatars
By allowing a user to choose an online persona, with personalised look, name and
features that can change over time, users can become more attached to their
performance. A character that gets feedback based on their performance (and even
rewards as the next section describes) can draw in the user and further motivate
them to participate. This will require substantive design work and programming.
Reminders – push messages
It’s important to have the ability to remind users of tasks they have committed to
(personal) or to at least send general reminders to participate in the programme.
The latter can be done through the regular email/texting. The first one does require
information on specific user’s level of participation, for sending personalised
reminders.

3.3* Reward scheme
3.3.1* Objectives of the game mechanics
Linked with the personal performance, the reward scheme addresses the extrinsic
values and external motivators to give rewards for good performance. For this we
use the measurements of progress & feedback, and add not only points or
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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visualisation of growing garden, but further tangible rewards as incentives. These
can both be actual rewards of monetary value, or symbolic rewards, in form of
badges, leader boards or other features. The key here is to provide an incentive
that interests the user. As this is an extrinsic motivator, it will probably not work
alone to provide long term behaviour change. Rather this would give a nudge, be a
trigger, or a hook-in. The goal of this game mechanics is to get people to
participate and through participation they will see the broader values and added
benefits. It is also fun to collect rewards, and in that way, it adds lightness to the
project goals.

3.3.2* Basic requirements for function
A reward scheme is based on competition. Thus, one can either win by oneself (as
above reaching set goals), or through competition with others (social interaction
elements). Without the ability to compare with other users, rewards can be based in
reaching individual goals, such as those challenges/tasks listed above.
No new measurement function is needed in addition to the ones mentioned in
section 3.1 and 3.2. The game mechanics added here is the reward scheme itself
-* Non-tangible
o* If using avatars, one can win customisable features for the avatar
(clothing, colour, shape changes)
o* Getting further access to the platform- premium access with more
features
o* Pro-environment titles/badges
-* Material
o* Coupons/vouchers/discount for local shops/events/energy related
products
o* Eco cheques
o* Invitation to living lab participation or special high performers meeting
o* Access to a lottery where prizes will be given
o* Free tickets to an event organised in the local area by the municipality
With the ability to compare results with other users (see next section), the rewards
can remain the same, but the scope for winning becomes more interesting and the
incentive to win, as an individual or in a team opens more options for gamification
(online and offline). This will allow for leader boards, team goal settings, and specific
shorter-term competitions, or rewarding best performance during a specific period.
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3.3.3* Implementation front end
Direct feedback by showing users when they get a new point, notification on
changes in leadership would be useful (through text message or notification on
platform). Giving a user information on his/her score, amount of points, or level
gives a nudge to continue trying. Especially for features of comparison with other
users, finding out where a user or a team is compared to others in a competition will
contribute to motivation to act. However, it is not essential that this feedback is
direct or immediate. Users may get information on their status via regular mailing or
by visiting platform.
Rewards can be given either on the online platform (the non-material ones), or
during face to face meetings. Top scorers get complemented and receive their prize
at a meeting (an additional incentive to show up).

3.3.4* Technical implementation
Reward schemes can be set up for several different factors, and they can be over
the duration of the pilots, or short time specific competitions. Communicating the
game/competition rules clearly is important and so is giving the user access to his
score.
Example of longer term competition
-* On the web based platform, users can be rewarded for collecting a certain
number of points in challenges
-* On the web based platform, users can be rewarded for largest energy
consumption reduction
-* On specific project participation actions, users can be rewarded for
participating in meetings, for recruiting other participants, for engaging in
the project.
These game elements can evolve over time within the pilots and living labs. For
energy performance, data from Smappees may be used to define winners – but will
be communicated through the online platform or via newsletters. For points
collected in challenges, the online platform will collect the data and display the
results. For shorter term issue specific competitions, more combination with offline
gamification is recommended. The newsletter serves also as an important means to
communicate gaming, competitions and winners.
For real life rewards, prizes need to be collected from donors in the local area.
These can be energy providers, communes, local shops, cultural establishments or
benevolent actors interested in the project.
3.3.5* Measurement (KPI)
-* Number of games played/number of active participants
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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-* Number of wins / changes of leaders
-* Number of prices collected in the community from donors (outreach)
3.3.6* Desirable bonus features
Local currency or virtual currency
Ability to win real local currency that users can purchase products with from local
shops or virtual currency that allows for online purchases
Team rewards
Allowing teams to win rewards when they work together and reach a common
/collective goal

3.4* Social interaction/Social Connection

3.4.1* Objectives of the game mechanics
Sharing performance results gives leeway to the possibility of social interaction. This
game mechanics targets both internal and external values and motivators. On one
hand, people want to improve and do better, and on the other hand people want
recognition for their accomplishments.
Allowing users to have a social interaction with other users is key to the community
building aspect of the project. Knowing about other participants also allows a user
to have a comparison of how he or she is doing. Social features apply peer pressure
(when one friend saves energy, you feel like you should go do the same) &
reputation (people admiring that you saved so much CO2 by reducing washing
machine temperatures). Most importantly, it has the ability to bring people together
and helps user in feeling less alone in energy reduction activities. The user knows
that others are taking on the same tasks and when belonging to a team, there is a
higher chance for meaningful energy saving and real impact. It can create cohesion
and a sense that together we can have an impact: together all the effort makes
sense.
Social features pull together the meaning of the other three: Information provision,
Personal performance/status and Rewards. It adds meaning and perspective to the
data that the user gets, it allows for a user’s performance to be displayed and
shared, and it also gives meaning to the reward schemes. If one is winning and
performing well, it is in comparison with other users. The reward mechanisms have
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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deeper meaning when combined with social interaction (the ability to share your
score and compete).

3.4.2* Basic requirements for function
Information on other users in comparison to oneself
Users need to have access to other users’ performance data, or part of it (the part
that will be compared- kwh’s used or number of challenges accepted). The
information on other users would need to be organised in a way to be meaningful
to a user and visualised. This could be done through ranking/leader boards or
through showing a user in which percentage he/she belongs. The leader
board/ranking can be sorted into all users or for a sub group
(friends/commune/cluster/self-defined team).
In the simplest way, a user will only see his or her own score and where that is in
relation to others. A more nuanced version will allow a user to see how a specific
friend is doing for comparison or a specific group, and a user will see different
performance information. This could be:
-* How overall others are performing in energy reduction
-* Highest improvement in energy changes
-* How often other users participate in the platform or how active other users
are compared to oneself
-* How many tasks/challenges others have accepted or completed
-* Clustered results
Minimal requirement is to get an overall picture of where a user stands in
comparison to others. Any further granulation would add value to the experience
and motivation for users. For example, being able to compare with others living in a
similar type of housing, or having a similar number of person household size. Or
comparing over time (a day, a week or a month) since a person might be away for a
period and during that period, usage data would be skewed, thus choosing only the
period after to compare would be more useful to that person. In short, giving a
person the opportunity to make the comparison group narrower or broader and
choosing the short or longer-term display gives user freedom to find the
information more meaningful to herself or himself.
It would also be ideal to display shared total outcomes (‘together we have saved xx
amount of energy’), collective results give a sense of a collective accomplishment
(and higher numbers).
Interaction with other users
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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This is a feature that is not a basic requirement, but recommended. Allowing users
to communicate even minimally with other users helps building up the team spirit
and sense of both solidarity and friendly competition. Encouraging other users,
congratulating them on reaching a goal or giving thumbs up to the new leader on
the leader board are all functions that would be useful.
3.4.3* Implementation front end
3.4.3.1! Online Platform
Comparison based on Smappee data
The online platform will show participants how they compare with other
participants. There will be a graph showing different type of information including
how a user’s electricity consumption was over a certain period of time
-* compared with all in pilot
-* compared will all in the same local area (commune)
-* compared with others in similar person household size
-* compared with others in similar living space (m2)
Users will then have 4 groups to compare themselves with. It will not display who is
doing better than other.
There will also be a text area, explaining how a user compared in percentile ranking
with others in three of the clustered categories (commune, household size, living
space). The text will display something along the lines of:

In this way, the user gets information in graph, text and in colour and is thereby able
to position himself/herself in terms of the group.
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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The information used to make theses graphs and texts come from data provided by
the Smappee device.

Leaderboards based on challenges
The ability to compare to others is a minimum of social interaction, the others are
still an unknown, but less unknown than before since a user now belongs to the
whole group and the sub groups.
The next level is to use the challenges and points to compare with other users at
individual level and to create a leader board for those.

A user will be able to create her or his own user name along with being able to tick
the box of the challenges they take on (see section 3.2). If this is implemented on
the online platform, users should also be able to see a leader board. This score will
not be based on the clustered groups but on all participants within a pilot
individually.
A user will then be able to see their own score and three different leader boards
with a ranking showing user name and score for:
1)* Top 20 in total
2)* Top 20 in project participation
3)* Top 20 in energy saving challenges

3.4.3.2! Biweekly Newsletter
The Newsletter serves the purpose of keeping the participants aware of how the
project is evolving, giving them news and upcoming events schedules, but it offers
much more. The newsletter is written in a way to maintain a group feeling. The
letter will explain how the project is doing and how all the participants have
contributed to a more sustainable city with their savings/actions. It will also be a
place where performance is compared (data taken from the online platform), for
giving tips and advice, and to provide relevant local updates for the groups. The
newsletter is a key feature in connecting the project with its users, as well as linking
users with each other. The format is semi fixed, ensuring a predictability and
structure, but it still allows for freedom to make changes in order to be more
relevant for users if new features are made available, or new features are deemed
more feasible. The newsletter sections will include:
-* Update on project as a group performance
-* Update on user performance compared to their clusters
-* Did you know (tips and hints)
PARENT is an initiative of JPI Urban Europe
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-* Project news
-* Local events in the pilot city (Brussels, Amsterdam, Bergen)
-* Interesting watch/read/interview with participant

3.4.3.3! Face to face meetings
The face to face meetings organised in the pilots and living labs are the most
powerful way to create a social interaction and social connection. Each pilot
organises several meetings where people will experience being a part of the group.
Sharing information and time and space is very powerful. During these events,
further gamification may be explored. This will be covered in the following section
3.4.4* Technical implementation
The comparison criteria will be pulled from the Smappee data- and grouped into
clusters. The initial sign-up form for participants helps us group the users into
clusters. These are combined in the graphing. This allows for comparison of:
-* Everyone in the pilot
-* Everyone in commune (if applicable)
-* Participants with the similar number of persons in the household
-* Participants with similar size living space
-* Consumers and Prosumers
-* Possible later a comparison with users in other pilots
An online platform which individual users can access their own data (and
comparisons) will be developed.
A newsletter will be created and send biweekly
3.4.5*
-*
-*
-*
-*

Measurement (KPI)
Visits to platform
Time spent on platforms
Views of the newsletter (and clicks)
Responses to newsletters, or other communication from users to project
organisers
-* Participants in face to face meetings

3.4.6* Desirable bonus features
Further communication between users
Ability to use pre-determined means of communication (that is, not free text): signal
other players, compare results, give a compliment,
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Ability to share rewards, give a gift (symbolic gift as in a badge), exchange badges
(if one user has completed one task twice, they could trade a badge with another
user) Ability to challenge another user or user group to a task or competition.
Discussion board or chat
Giving users space to go beyond pre-determined means of clicking or
communicating by allowing for real online discussions for users. It could be a space
for sharing advise and good practices, for sharing stories of users who achieved the
best performance in a certain period and discussions about users’ experiences.
Friendly competitions- with group scoring
To organise time specific competition between all individual users or teams/clusters.
If the competition is between groups, collective point winning would be the goal.
Encouraging both collaboration and stimulating with competition. For instancelowest energy use per group over a 24-hour period, or number of group tasks
accepted and completed.
Adding friends
The ability to see specific people’s profiles and add as friends, in order to create
group tasks/group competitions, to create sub groups for motivational support.

3.5* Offline gamification
3.5.1* Objectives of the game mechanics
Three physical meetings are organised in the Brussels pilots for all participants.
These meetings are not obligatory, but participation is strongly recommended.
During these physical meetings adding gamification can help break the ice, connect
users and create a fun and encouraging environment. Through educational games,
learning can be reached. The elements above, competitions, collaborative gaming,
information provision, rewards, social connection and direct feedback can all be
implemented in real life gamification of the workshops and meetings. This can be
implemented in pilots or living labs. There is also an opportunity to create gaming
in between meetings and this can be communicated via email or texts. This feature
will be developed throughout the pilots. Opportunities for collaboration that may
arise (communes organising games that we may join, other partners joining in for a
game, smaller sub group gaming) will be sought out to enrichen the experience of
the PARENT project participants, as long as these seem to provide added value.
Each situation will be evaluated as it presents itself.
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3.5.2* Gaming ideas
3.5.2.1! Energy quizzes
Energy quizzes can be implemented in emails- with winners being those who are
the a) fastest to respond or b) give the best answer. They can also be implemented
in meetings where either individuals hand in answers or groups (Pub quiz style).
Questions can be around energy saving, energy actors, finding the key people in a
user’s commune (see Annex 2: Energy quiz example). At the end of the game, all
participants have gained knowledge, have worked possibly in a group, thereby
connecting with their peers, and maybe even received rewards.
3.5.2.2! Ice breakers
When a group of people who do not know each other are brought to the same
space for a meeting, organising a short easy ice breaker game is a good way to
ease people into sharing that space actively together. For these, it’s important not
to ask too much from the participants immediately so as not to scare them or turn
them off the meeting, they need to feel safe and able to remain private. At the
same time an ice breaker game should open up the group, make people at ease
and be a bit fun. There are several types of ice breakers that generally have some
questions, a way for people to introduce themselves and to move around the space.
It’s a light-hearted game that should only take about 5-10 minutes and not be too
dominating in a meeting programme. Annex 3 shows an example of an ice breaker.

There are plenty of options for face-to-face gaming. This tool should be used only
when it adds value to the project, has a potential to engage users, connect them
and motivate. These can be developed over the span of the project. Some things to
consider
-* Be creative
-* Keep it simple (the gaming should not overtake the goal of the project goal)
-* Communicate rules of the game clearly
-* Look for rewards – games are more fun when there is something to win
-* Make collective games- where users collaborate to reach a goal
-* Make it fun
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4* Conclusion
This document presents the recommended features and possible ways to reach
these gamification elements for the PARENT project. In light of the changes of
partners, and further limitations for implementation, the actual gamification will
depend on feasibility, time and resources available for creating, testing and
implementing these features. Table 4-1 displays how the game mechanics are
prioritised for the PARENT project. These game designs will be implemented to the
degree feasible through four (perhaps five) key instruments:
1.* The Smappee device and application
2.* The PARENT online platform
3.* The PARENT biweekly newsletter
4.* Face to face meetings
5.* (Social media- more for information sharing than gamification)
There is an overlap in how the tools will respond to the different needs. For
example, the Newsletter will show users how they perform in comparison with other
users, but the online Platform will give users more options for their viewing. The
same goes for communication and inspiration with tips and feedback. This will take
place through emails, but also at face to face meetings.
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Table 4-1 Overview of Gamification plan priorities
Game design
element

High importance

Desirable

Extra

Information provision

-! Users get guidance in how to use
app and participate in the project
-! Users can clearly see their
consumption in (close-to) real time
-! Users can see their own
performance over time and changes
-! Users have an easy to use displays
and apps that serve the above
purpose
-! Transparency on how data is
gathered and used

-! User can further granulate
consumption data based on
appliance
-! Consumption data is
translated into monetary
value
-! Users get direct feedback so
that they can see how they
are performing

-! Visualisation of performance, e.g.
growing garden when performance
improves, new flower for every unit
of improvement, and garden
shrinking when performance is
lower.
-! Message notifications when
performance changes or is out of
the ordinary

Personal
performance /status

-! Having a point system for project
participation and for behaviour
changing actions (self-reported)
-! Communicating progress clearly
visually
-! Giving users specific tips on how
they could improve their personal
performance- guidelines and
inspiration

-! Providing feedback directly
or via regular updates (email
text) on a person’s
-! Positive reinforcement and
nudges performance (e.g.
you have completed 3 out
of 10 tasks set up this weekhurrah – check out the other
7)
-! Further granulation of point
system. Having specified

-! Adding these features to the phone
app
-! Visualisation of performance, e.g.
growing garden when performance
improves, new flower for every unit
of improvement, and garden
shrinking when performance is
lower
-! Increasing tasks over time- updating
point lists, increasing level of

[Document!title]!

!
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periods with specific themes
(e.g. summer – airconditioning and lighting –
winter- heating and
insulation)

Rewards (extrinsic
value motivators)

Social
interaction/social
connection/Group
performance

-! Giving non-tangible rewards to
individual users in form of online
recognition- badges, titles
(champion, master saver etc.),
-! Giving non-tangible rewards to
groups – based on performance
(e.g. city, commune, cluster)
-! Physical rewards for scoring well in
point scheme or for good
participation/active engagement in
project
-! Leaderboards where users can
compare their point scores with
other users – view their status and

-! Rewards that can be used
locally (e.g. local theatre,
local organic shop, free
membership to a local (proenvironmental club), local
fruit and vegetable baskets
etc.)
-! Rewards that can be used
collectively and reward a
group.
-! Giving users an opportunity
to communicate with each
other- through
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challenges (once all easy points are
earned) – continuation
-! Adding actual games to attract
users to the platform/application –
e.g. quizzes, puzzles, word
scrambles. Doing well in games may
increase enthusiasm to participate
in the rest of the challenges/project
goals
-! Avatars- allowing people to make
an online character semi
customisable.
-! Users rewarding each other, sharing
efforts, collective collection of
points for a larger reward (e.g.
gathering funds for a charity – or a
new playground in the
neighbourhood)

-! A forum /discussion board where
users can share their experiences
and own tips online with other users
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-!

Off platform game
elements

-!
-!
-!

-!

get recognitions for others for
scoring well
Ability to compare energy
consumption data with other
participants. Having access to
clustered information so that user
can see how they perform in their
energy savings compared to others
Ice breakers at face to face
meetings
Common tasks for participants of
face to face meetings
Providing feedback to project,
Smappee and online platform in
form of gaming
Points for leaderboard (above)
collected also at face to face events

[Date]!

symbols/likes/thumbs
up/encouragement
-! Giving group rewards
(online or physical)
-! Competitions between
individuals or groups
(clusters)
-! Email quizzes
-! Face to face or emailed
surveys that give points
-! Linking project goals with
local events/gardening
/sporting/cultural bringing
users together and linking
them with their community,
each other and the goals of
the project,
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-! Stories – highlighting a selected
participant and telling their story of
the project participation to the
community
-! Allowing users to challenge other
users or user cluster
-! Adding friends, creation of online
personal space community
-! face to face pub quiz in groups
-! collaborative games where
participants create positive impact
together

Annex 1: Index of Game Mechanics

This table is taken directly from D1.5 – Handbook of best practices in gamification

Table 0-1 Overview of common Game mechanics
Game Mechanics

Explanation

Why

Achievements
/Badges /trophies

Given once succeeding a task, a goal, a
level or a challenge. Symbols that
indicate mastery of skills and
accomplishment. Virtual rewards that
can be shared online as a symbol of
success.
Granular units of measurement. A way
for counting success or progress (e.g.,
whether numbers or calories or CO2
saved etc.)

Status,
Achievement, progress
monitoring,
accomplishment,
positive reinforcement

Leader boards

Tracking, ranking and displaying
different actions. Can be for all players,
for a sub group (friends), or for teams.
Can be highest scores, for most
frequent users, biggest improvement
etc. Leader boards bring in the social
aspect of points and badges

Competition,
comparison,
recognition, social
connection

Rewards and Bonuses

Monetary or non-monetary prize for
reaching a certain goal or target
In addition to rewards and prizes there
may be other types of incentives. Such
as receiving a credit in game, or local
currency that can be used locally
The game can set a challenge, the user
can set his own challenge, or be
challenged by a fellow player. A
journey of obstacles a player must
overcome
Deadlines, time limit, limited number of
tries, count downs
Player must return at certain time for a
task, or mix with real life events,
location specific

Incentives, winning,
accomplishment
Motivation, winning,
benefits, reputation,
fun and engaging (for a
short while)
Motivation to act,
organizing player effort

Points

Incentives

Challenges/quests

Constraints & time
restraints/pressure
Appointments

Feedback, collecting,
encouragement,
achievement, selfmonitoring

Achievement, status
constraints such as
deadlines, when
combined with urgent
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optimism, motivate
people to action
Status/Rank

Levels

Competition
Progression and
Tracking

Instant Feedback

Information provision

Transparency
Comparing

Reminders

Lottery

Mini games

Status or rank of player that can go up
or down (linked with leader boards).
Reaching higher levels can give player
more challenges and harder tasks
Unlocking levels based on progress,
improved skills, and accumulation of
points
A task with winners and losers
Visualisation of progress. Success is
granularly displayed through the
process of completing tasks, such as a
progress bar, geographic map of area
covered, percentage of tasks
completed, improvement over time,
successes etc.
Anytime an action is done, the player
receives feedback

Feedback to user, step by step
information on next steps- tips – help
text, educational input, basic
knowledge etc.
Player’s ability to capture performance
data and user information
Graphically comparing either own
performance over time, comparison
with others in similar conditions or
comparing with the whole group over
time
Push notifications to remind user to do
an action (e.g., conduct exercise, check
meters, turn on game to solve a puzzle,
etc.)
Winning something by chance,
selected out of a group
Distractions from task with fun, e.g.,
solving a puzzle or a quiz before going
to the next level

Longevity, continuity,
competition, status,
leadership
Maintain interest, sense
of accomplishment
Competition
Visualization, learning,
self-monitoring,
competition, curiosity

Learning and selfmonitoring, motivation,
sense of control and
impact
Learning, growing,
retain motivation

Learning, control, trust
Quantified self,
information and
learning, competition
(internal/external)
Learning, maintaining
motivation

Fun, surprise,
motivation, feeling
lucky
Entertainment, fun,
surprise
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Journey

Goal Setting

Discovery/
Exploration
Free ride/ gifting

Loss Aversion

Training

Tools

*

getting people on-board, giving
proper introduction- and once onboard, giving feedback on progress,
and future goals
User sets his or her own goals and
targets step by step. Adds
engagement
New information new game elements,
a surprise.
Progressing or receiving something
without having to do anything doe to a
fellow player giving a gift (or the
system)
Linked with constraints - player having
to do something to avoid losing
something. E.g., having to log on every
day/week to not lose points
Providing education, text or videos,
improving understanding of a subject,
helping player improve in a field
Time management tools/saving
tools/self-monitoring. Manual data
input to organise information

Marketplaces/
exchanges

A place where players can trade
badges, skills, etc. to progress in game
and collaborate

Relationships

Adding friends to profile- or as support
in support groups (motivating each
other to do something good or avoid
something bad)
A story where the player/character
goes through a journey, may have roles
that can be complimentary to roles of
other players allowing for collaboration
and sharing of resources.
Customizing a character, sometimes

Roles/Narrative

Avatars (customizable)

[Date]*

Blissful productivity,
maintained interest

Feeling in control,
meaning, sense of
achievement,
Learning, surprise,
enhanced motivation,
fun
Connection, winning,
surprise, fun

Debatable, sense of
urgency, duty, and
pressure
Self-improvement,
learning, growing,
Self- monitoring and
improving, efficiency
and effectiveness,
better organized user,
Connection,
collaboration, friends,
being a part of
something bigger,
using intelligence to
maximize through
trading with other
players
Connecting, peer
pressure

Engagement, fun,
belonging, ownership,
loyalty – can be too
much required from
user
Ownership, self-
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information
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with specific skills or characteristics.
Rewards can be new options for avatar
(tools, outfits, look, upgrade)
User name/photo/pitch, description

Social sharing/
reputation

Sharing a player's results and progress
steps through social media, or through
gamified platform amongst fellow
players

Invite friends

A way to increase number of players,
rewards for adding players,

Communicating with
other players

Ability to text, or signal other players
compare, challenge or ask for advice –
discussion board or chat
Giving other players something

Gifts/ helping other
players /Sharing goals
Community
collaboration
Cooperation

Group scoring, group set to solve a
problem or gather certain level, scoring
collectively
Players compete together against
system, shared outcomes (together we
have saved xx CO2), collective results,
shared resources, shared skills (when
many are online at same time, task
becomes easier or worth more points)

[Date]*

expression, loyalty

Belonging, connecting,
having control, selfexpression
Building reputation and
status, sharing
accomplishments and
pride, connecting with
others, social support
Popularity, connection,
more people more fun
higher potential impact
Social support, positive
reinforcement, making
friends, pairing
Belonging, reciprocity,
connecting,
reinforcement
Social, connection,
feeling of belonging,
peer pressure, virality
Connection, feeling of
belonging, loyalty,
peer pressure, deeper
involvement

Annex 2: Energy Quiz example
PARENT info session event quiz

Rules:
Divide participants into groups (4-5 people per group- minimum 3 groups so if few people3 people per group)
Phones away- no one can google results
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Each team comes up with a team name
1 presenter & 1 judge /point keeper
Two options for responses:
1.* Bell- a bell in middle of the room /button / a thing to grab (only 1 team gets point –
the first one to answer correctly)
2.* Paper answers – each group writes their answer down on a small sheet of papercollected by judge/score keeper after each question- groups have 45 seconds to
respond – NO PHONES. Phones invalidate score. (all correct answers are points)
Each question is 1 point.
Winners
Winners get prize
•* seeds for planting basil or herbs
•* Energy efficient light bulbs?
•* Organic cookies to share?
•* IES t-shirts or hats or cups or usb sticks or pens- something we have at office
•* First in line for help from handyman for setup of smappees

•* Game twist: - everyone gets a prize since winning or losing- we are starting this journey
together as a team
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12 Questions suggested- choose 8- 10?

1.! How much energy from a coal power plant makes it to customers as electricity?4
•* A quarter
•* A third
•* Half
•* Two-thirds
Correct Answer: A third
About a third of the energy from a steam coal power plant makes it to customers as
electricity. A very efficient type of natural gas plant, called combined cycle, typically
converts about 40 percent of the fuel into electricity, with advanced units capable of 60
percent efficiency.

2.! What solution is said to have potential for 57 percent of needed carbon cuts by
2030? 5
•* Space-based solar systems
•* Energy efficiency
•* Carbon capture and storage
•* Nanotechnology
Correct Answer: Energy efficiency
The International Energy Agency's scenario for stabilizing the atmospheric concentration of
carbon dioxide at 450 parts per million would get 57 percent of the cuts from efficiency
gains.

3.! Around how many lightning strikes happen across the world every day?
•* 800
•* 8000
•* 80.000
•* 800.000
•* 8.000.000

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/energy/great-energy-challenge/energyquiz/
4

http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/energy/great-energy-challenge/energyquiz/
5
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Correct answer: At any time, there are over 2,000 thunderstorms occurring worldwide, each
producing over a 100 lightning strikes a second. - That’s over 8 million lightning bolts every
day.6

4.! How much power is used around the world at any one time?
•* 15 million watts
•* 60 million watts
•* 15 billion watts
•* 60 billion watts
•* 15 trillion watts
•* 60 trillion watts
Correct Answer: 15 trillion watts. That’s the equivalent of powering ten billion 100-watt light
bulbs at the same time.
In theory, a growing population will increase this use, but it is hoped that smarter energy
technologies, combined with the growth in renewable energy, will offset it. 7

5.! One hour’s worth of energy from the sun could power the Earth for
•* An hour
•* A week
•* A year
•* A decade
•* A hundred years
Correct Answer: A year. The sun is our single greatest source of power - imagine if we could
properly harness its energy. Boffins have proposed eight intriguing solutions that could
make this a reality. Oh, and we have 2.8 billion years left on Earth to make the most of the
sun, according to National Geographic8

6.! How much energy does Googling 100 searches use? Same as
•* 60-watt light bulb burning for 28 minutes
•* Making 32 cups of Nespresso coffee cups
•* Watching tv for an hour
•* Playing 14 minutes on playstation

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

http://www.sciencemadesimple.co.uk/activity-blogs/lightning
https://www.britishgas.co.uk/the-source/our-world-of-energy/surprising-world-of-energy/energyfacts
8
https://www.britishgas.co.uk/the-source/our-world-of-energy/surprising-world-of-energy/energyfacts
6
7
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Correct answer: According to reports from 2011! The
energy it takes to conduct hundred searches on Google
could power a 60-watt light bulb for 28 minutes. Google
uses about 0.0003 kWh of energy to answer the average
search query, which translates into about 0.2 g of carbon
dioxide released. At any one time the energy used by the
search engine could power 200,000 homes.9

7.! Mount Everest is 8.648 meters tall – How deep is
the world's deepest oil well?10
•* 4.430 m
•* 7.657 m
•* 9.820 m
•* 12.376 m
•* 15.384 m
•* 18.398 m
And where is it located?
•* Texas (USA)
•* Russia
•* Saudia Arabia
•* Greenland
Correct Answer: Exxon Neftegas Ltd (ENL) has completed
drilling the world’s deepest well in the Chayvo oil field on
the Sakhalin shelf in the Russian Far East. The shaft of well
Z-44 is 12,376 meter deep, which is the equivalent to 15
times the height of the world tallest skyscraper the Burj
Khalifa in Dubai. Chayvo is one of the three Sakhalin-1

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/09/technology/google-details-and-defends-its-use-ofelectricity.html?_r=0
10
http://uk.businessinsider.com/worlds-deepest-oil-well-2017-3?r=US&IR=T
9
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fields and is located off the northeast coast of Sakhalin Island in eastern Russia.11

8.! How much of the energy used in a conventional lightbulb goes to create light
(percentage) and what happens with the rest of the energy?
Correct answer: Only 10 percent of energy in a light bulb is used to create light. Ninety
percent of a light bulb’s energy creates heat. Compact fluorescent light bulbs, on the
other hand, use about 80 percent less electricity than conventional bulbs and last up to
12 times as long12

9.! What is a watt?

Correct answer: A “watt” is a unit of power that measures
the rate of producing or using energy.
and who is the term named after?
Correct answer: the term was named after Scottish
engineer James Watt (1736-1819), who developed an
improved steam engine. Watt measured his engine’s
performance in horsepower. One horsepower equalled 746
watts13

10.!At what speed does light travel? (closest answer
wins)

Correct answer: 299 792 458 meters / second (or 186,000
miles / second)

11.!Which one of these men were NOT involved in the
invention of light bulb technology in the 1800’s?

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

https://www.rt.com/business/exxon-sakhalin-well-record-727/
https://www.blackhillscorp.com/blog/peak/2013/06/03/7-fun-facts-you-didn%E2%80%99t-knowabout-energy#.WUE8EBOGPEZ
11
12

13

http://facts.randomhistory.com/energy-facts.html
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Joseph Swan (1850)
Thomas Edison (1879)
Kirkpatrick Macmillan (1839) (he invented the bicycle)
Humphrey Davy (1802)
Warren de la Rue (1840)

12.!Who invented what (draw lines between/make pairs)

Microwave

Percy Spencer

Electrical Battery

Alessandro Volta

Electrical plugs and socket

Harvey Hubbell
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Electric Motor

Nikola Tesla

Radio

Nikola Tesla

Electric Toothbrush

Philippe Guy Woog

[Date]*

Did you know
Gas doesn’t naturally have a smell: Natural gas is mostly made up of methane, which
doesn’t have a detectable smell. Sulphur compounds have to be added to it to give it that
distinctive smell. This is for safety reasons, helping you to smell a possible leak14

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

https://www.blackhillscorp.com/blog/peak/2013/06/03/7-fun-facts-you-didn%E2%80%99t-knowabout-energy#.WT_KuhOGPEY
14
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In the average home, 75 percent of the electricity used to power home electronics is
consumed while the products are turned off. The average desktop computer idles at 80
watts, while the average laptop idles at 20 watts. A Sony PlayStation 3 uses about 200 watts
and nearly as much when idle. Idle power consumes more electricity than all the solar
panels in America combined. So that’s what they mean by “energy vampires.” I suppose
garlic and crucifixes won’t help. 15
The word “energy” comes from the Greek energeia, meaning operation, activity16
If a person yelled for 8 years, 7 months, and 6 days, he or she would produce enough
energy to heat one cup of coffee17

Annex 3: Icebreaker example
Icebreaker
For preparation
keep maximum floorspace available- people can bring their chairs to the center
after the icebreaker.
Make colour circles on floor (4-5) or 1 object in each corner/space- something to
help guide people to a place in the room. Can also use markers that are available in
space (e.g. up against curtains /bookshelves, on the carpet/ center of space etc.)
Beginning – filling up the space, never stopping
All participants stand in the center, ask them to walk around, trying to fill up the
whole space, trying to keep the whole space filled up at the same level (equal
distance between all people in the space, so when one sees an empty corner to go
there, or if an area gets too crowded to move away). When you make eye contact,
nod your head, when you accidentally pump into someone freeze for 2 seconds
before moving on.
In the game, whenever the space is too crowded and you feel it is hard to move
from one group to the next- you can revert to this part- asking people to fill up the
space again, and remind them to keep moving (like electricity, always moving)
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
https://www.blackhillscorp.com/blog/peak/2013/06/03/7-fun-facts-you-didn%E2%80%99t-knowabout-energy#.WT_KuhOGPEY
16
http://facts.randomhistory.com/energy-facts.html
17
http://facts.randomhistory.com/energy-facts.html
15
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This part is to get people aware of the space, and of each other increasing their
alertness, and keeping their mind busy with specific tasks so they forget to be shy.
It’s also a way for people to see other people’s space and collaboratively respect
that the space has private place but is shared.
Grouping
When you clap once- everyone freezes. You state the groups. Once you clap twice
the people join the group they belong to. (keep the one clap to freeze and listen to
you and 2 claps to move and do as you have instructed as a rule throughout the
game)
1st grouping- simple into 2 groups. Use any of these below you like (just one of
them) - one group to the left of room, one to the right- or onto colour area or an
object area however you divide the space up)
!* When you clasp your hands together and fold the thumbs across the top,
is your right or left thumb on top?
!* Fold your arms across your chest. Is your right or left arm on top?
!* Which leg do you put into your pants first?
!* Which eye do you prefer to wink with?
!* Which side of the bed (left or right) do you get out of in the morning?
!* Coffee versus tea in the morning
Once in the group ask people to look at the each other in the same group and
acknowledge each other, you share something.

2nd grouping Breaking into more groups (one clap always means freeze and pay
attention to you, 2 claps always mean move)
a.* Anyone who came by bike in the middle
b.* Came walking in the back
c.* By public transport in the front
d.* By car to the left
Again, acknowledge people in your groups since the groups are smaller, maybe tell
each other your names
3rd Breaking (you will see if you can do directly into a new group, or need the filling
up space in between. Ideally, this should start speeding up – so we do this 3-4 more
times faster and faster and then finally pick a thing that brings everyone into the
same group.
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e.* Anyone who had vegetarian meal for dinner yesterday (or last week)
spot 1
f.* Anyone who grows their own herbs or food in spot 2
g.* Anyone who made something new out of something old this year
(fixed up something in their house, used old jeans to make into shorts
or as patches for other trousers, in any way changed the use of an item
to something else) spot 3
h.* Anyone who has a compost in spot 4
Here some will belong to many groups- they then walk through each group as you
announce them... (could get tricky- test it and see... if this round doesn’t work, go
back to something that splits up more)
4th round – harder things, smaller groups- some will have to stand still as they
belong to none of the groups
a.* Anyone who went by train to their last holidays
b.* Anyone who has solar panels
c.* Anyone who has a contract with a green energy provider
d.* Anyone who has insulated their home (or gotten an energy audit)
(you can of course come up with other things)
5th round or the one before the last round, to lighten thigs up and take away the
sustainability pressure
a.* Anyone in colourful socks/stockings
b.* Anyone in white socks/stockings
c.* Anyone in Black socks/stockings
d.* Anyone barefeet
You make a statement about all of us being different, yet the same, seeing
sometimes the same people in the same groups, but also watching the groups
change shapes... connected, different, sharing. And that’s what we try to do with
the project: find shared opportunities to have an impact while trying different things
and ways to get there since we are all a little different and a little same....

Last round
a.* Anyone interested in finding out more about the PARENT project and the
potential of saving energy, costs and making the world possibly a little
better
In one group
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Then they grab chairs (water) sit down, and we start....

Other suggestions for grouping
a)* Anyone who owns a pet
a.* Inside group
i.* Cats,
ii.* Dogs
iii.* Bunnies
iv.* Snakes
v.* Other
b)* No pets
c)* Anyone who tries to recycle correctly
d)* Anyone who hates pizza
e)* Anyone who has at least one parent not born in Belgium
f)* Anyone who watched The Voice finale last Saturday
g)* Preferred colours
a.* Red
b.* Blue
c.* Green
d.* Black
e.* Yellow
f.* Purple
g.* Other- what? They have to say
h)* Favourite drink
a.* Wine
b.* Beer
c.* Soda
d.* Water
i)* Pluto as a planet
a.* Yes
b.* No
Switching between environmental themed rounds and silly ones.
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